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How to use this form 

1. Please note that you can contribute to the consultation online here: 

 http://bit.ly/IFoAMonitoringConsultation.

 If you would prefer to contribute by completing this form on screen or in hard copy, please refer to the guidance  
notes below.

2. If you do not wish your contribution to be anonymous any personal data you supply will be stored and used only for the 
purposes of this consultation, according to data protection law and in line with our privacy policy.

3.  Full details of the consultation can be found at: 

 https://www.actuaries.org.uk/upholding-standards/regulatory-communications-and-consultations/current-
consultations/monitoring-project-consultation

 The closing date for responses is midday on 28 September 2018

4. Thank you for your time and your interest. 

Electronic Users 

5. If you are filling out this form electronically, please simply tab through the ‘drop-down menus’ and ‘free text’ boxes in the 
usual way.

6. Completed forms should be attached to an email and sent to ams@actuaries.org.uk

Printed Copy Users 

7. If the spaces provided are insufficient when writing by hand, please simply attach additional pages, including a reference 
to the question on which you are providing comment.

8. Completed paper forms should be scanned and emailed to ams@actuaries.org.uk or posted to the following address:

Actuarial Monitoring Scheme 
The Institute and Faculty of Actuaries 
Level 2 Exchange Crescent  
7 Conference Square  
Edinburgh 
EH3 8RA
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0. About you

Title

If ‘Other’ please specify

Forename(s)

Surname

Email

Region

Country 

Town/City

Are you an IFoA Member?

If you are an Actuary, what is your main practice area?

If ‘Other’, please specify

If you are a Member, which category of Membership do you hold?

 Are you a Practising Certificate(s) holder? 

If ‘Yes,’ which Practising Certificate(s) do you hold?  
(select up to three) 1. 

2.

3.

Organisation name

Type of organisation

If ‘Other,’ please specify 

Are you responding on behalf of your organisation?

Are you happy for your name to be published?

If you are responding on behalf of your organisation,  
are you happy for its name to be published?

Are you happy for your responses to be published?  
(If you have indicated that you do not wish your name, or the 

name of your organisation to be published, your responses would 
be published anonymously if you respond ‘Yes’ to this question).
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Personal Details

Location

Professional status

Your organisation

Privacy



1.1 To what extent do you agree or disagree that the proposed monitoring scheme is a reasonable step for the Institute and 
Faculty of Actuaries (IFoA) to take to meet its obligation to regulate the actuarial profession in the public interest?

        Strongly agree        Agree                Neither                        Disagree                Strongly disagree

 Please explain the reasons for your response

1. Reasoning for the 
proposed scheme  
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1.2 To what extent do you agree or disagree that these proposals would enable the IFoA to gather the information required to 
provide evidence as to the quality of actuarial work?

        Strongly agree        Agree                Neither                        Disagree                Strongly disagree

 Please explain the reasons for your response

1.3 To what extent do you agree or disagree that without evidence of the quality of actuarial work, there is a risk to the reputation 
of the profession?

        Strongly agree        Agree                Neither                        Disagree                Strongly disagree

 Please explain the reasons for your response

 If you agree there is a risk, how would you assess that risk?

        Very high                       High                  Low          Very low  N/A
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1.4 How important do you think it is for the public to have confidence in the quality of the work of actuaries?

        Very important        Important                Neither                        Unimportant                Very unimportant

 Do you think that the introduction of these proposals would serve to strengthen this confidence? 

  Yes         No   Don’t know

 Please explain the reasons for your response



2. Proposed approach
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2.1 To what extent do you support a risk-based approach, focusing on the work of Practising Certificate (PC) holders?

        Strongly support        Support                Neither                        Oppose                Strongly oppose

 Please explain the reasons for your response

2.2 To what extent do you agree or disagree that a risk-based approach (as outlined in Section 1.3 of the Consultation Paper) 
resulting in three different categories of monitoring (direct review, thematic review and general information gathering)  
is appropriate?

        Strongly agree        Agree                Neither                        Disagree                Strongly disagree

 Please explain the reasons for your response

2.3 Do you think that, in addition to focusing on PC holders in Category A of the proposed scheme, there is merit in including 
thematic reviews (Category B) and enhanced information gathering (Category C)?

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your response
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2.4 Do you think that the approach should take into consideration whether the PC holder’s employer is Quality Assurance Scheme 
(QAS) accredited?

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your response

2.5 Are there any potential areas for monitoring that you feel have been overlooked in these proposals? Do you have any 
additional or alternative ideas about how a monitoring scheme could be delivered? 

2.6 Do you think that the proposed scheme would enable the IFoA to obtain direct empirical evidence of the standard of  
actuarial work? 

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your response

2.7 Do you think there would be merit in having non-actuaries as part of the Review Team?

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your response
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2.8 If you wish to suggest any alternative approach to achieving the IFoA’s objectives, please describe it here



3. Outputs of the proposed 
monitoring scheme
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3.1 Do you think that the proposed outputs will provide sufficient information to ensure useful individual feedback?

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your response

3.2 Do you think that the proposed outputs will provide sufficient information to inform the regulatory work of the IFoA 
(standards, guidance and educational material, Continuing Professional Development requirements etc.)?

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your response

3.3 Are there additional or alternative outputs you would expect to see from the proposed monitoring scheme? 

3.4 To what extent do you agree that the proposed outputs (detailed in Section 3 of the Consultation Paper) would be useful  
to you in your work? 

        Strongly agree        Agree                Neither                        Disagree                Strongly disagree

3.5 Do you think that reports arising out of Category A Review Visits should be shared with the individual PC holder’s employer? 

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   



4. Confidentiality
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4.1 Are you reassured that the proposal adequately addresses confidentiality and protection of sensitive information? 

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your response and, if you answered “No”, please explain what additional steps you  
would expect
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5. Current regulatory 
environment

5.1 Do you feel that in taking into account existing structures such as the Practising Certificates Scheme, monitoring activities of 
statutory regulators and QAS, the proposed monitoring scheme would be appropriately integrated within the existing IFoA 
regulatory framework? 

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your response

5.2 One of the IFoA’s aims is to introduce a scheme designed for the profession by the profession, in the spirit of maintaining the 
benefits and privilege of effective and accountable self-regulation, subject to independent oversight. Do you think that this 
aim has been achieved in these proposals?

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your answer (including anything you would add that would help us to achieve this aim).



6. Impact
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6.1 Do you think that the impact of the proposals is reasonable in light of the reasons for their proposed introduction?

        Yes         No                 Don’t know   

 Please explain the reasons for your response

6.2 Are there other impacts that have not been considered in the consultation paper? If so, please explain what those are.



7. Further comments
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7.1 Do you have any further comments?
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	Other: 
	Title: [Ms]
	Forename: Jenny
	Srurename: Richards
	email: jenny.richards@bbs-actuaries.co.uk
	Region: [UK]
	Country: 
	Srurename 3: 
	Region 2: [Yes]
	Membership: []
	Certificate(s) holder?: []
	Which Practising Certificate(s)  1?: []
	Which Practising Certificate(s)  2?: []
	Which Practising Certificate(s)  3?: []
	Organisation name: Association of Consulting Actuaries
	Organisation other: Representative body for UK consulting actuaries
	Type of organisation: [Other]
	Are you responding on behalf of your organisation?: [Yes]
	Are you responding on behalf of your organisation? 2: [Yes]
	Are you happy for its name to be published: [Yes]
	Are you happy for your responses to be published?: [Yes]
	Status other 2: 
	Region 3: []
	11: Choice4
	Response 11: We consider that the regulation currently in place (by various bodies) is sufficient at the current time, so we do not consider that this move is required in order to meet the IFoA's obligations around regulating the actuarial profession. Nor do we anticipate any significant changes in behaviours as a result of introducing these measures.However, we acknowledge that the ability to demonstrate the efficacy of this regulation is a harder criticism to defend. The expectations on professional bodies to prove that they are adequately monitoring their members, not just accepting their members' word that they are following any standards/guidelines set until something goes wrong, is increasing. We therefore acknowledge that some sort of additional system to receive feedback on standards of work may need to be introduced and it is our primary concern to ensure that the system that does take effect does not inadvertently harm the public interest by constraining actuaries and meaning that they are unable to give the advice that they are well trained to provide or exacerbates the risk of 'group think'.
	12: Choice2
	Response 12: The level of review suggested would certainly enable the profession to gather evidence as to the quality of work. However, the question remains as to whether it is possible practically to achieve the proposals as set out and we look forward to supporting the IFoA further on developing the operational aspects of any proposal.
	13: Choice4
	Response 13: We do not consider that there is a risk that the actuarial profession's  reputation will be damaged through poor work unless this monitoring is introduced. However, we acknowledge that certain work of other professionals on spheres similar to our own is subject to monitoring.  Accordingly, we can understand that the profession's reputation could be perceived negatively if we resisted any form of independent monitoring. We work in a very specialised sphere which is not always understood by those not involved in it and we need to ensure that this advice continues to be valued highly.
	131: Choice3
	14: Choice2
	Response 14: The advice provided by actuaries is quite often complex and has evolved in recent years to ensure that the advice contains discussion around risks and is not just about providing 'the answer'. We consider that the position that we are now in as a profession provides users of our work with high quality, comprehensive and bespoke advice.However, we say this from the position of being within the profession. We therefore consider that being able to evidence that the standards that have been put in place are being followed will strengthen confidence.
	141: Choice1
	21: Choice2
	Response 21: Any monitoring that is not just a tick-box exercise is, by definition, going to be time consuming, both for the firms involved and the actuarial profession. Where this is the case, resource needs to the allocated efficiently and we consider that a risk based approach is the most sensible route to take. We also consider that the production of statutory advice is probably the most visible as well as being of significant importance to users and so should receive the greatest attention.
	22: Choice2
	Response 22: We agree that all three types add value in different ways and it is therefore appropriate to include all of them to a greater or lesser extent.
	23: Choice1
	Response 23: Yes, we are in favour of these other review types as we consider them likely to add value to knowledge within the profession. Whereas the introduction of a monitoring regime in general is predominantly driven by the desire to be able to evidence that actuaries are doing what we should be doing, these types of review can allow us to use the process to add value to the profession.
	24: Choice1
	Response 24: As QAS is a voluntary accreditation, and we consider that this is right for it to remain so, the monitoring framework will need to be constructed in such a way that it works for firms that may or may not be QAS accredited and therefore it needs to be fit for purpose in either case. However, there is a significant amount of work that goes into being accredited under QAS and, as we have already acknowledged ,a risk based approach to monitoring is the most efficient way of achieving the desired aims. For this reason a firm that has already had to evidence processes and be audited etc is likely to be of lower risk that one that is not and the framework has to be constructed to allow for this and appropriate allowance for this needs to be made.The informal conversations we have had on how the proposals will fit with the QAS scheme appear to be sensible and achieve this balance and we look forward to supporting the IFoA further on developing the proposal.
	Response 25: we do not consider that there are.
	26: Choice1
	Response 26: we consider that, given the complex nature of actuarial work, and the timescales involved in discussions/considerations, interviews with the author of the advice is the only real way of obtaining suitable direct empirical evidence. For this reason we have answered yes to this question.However, interviews are where the cost, confidentiality and other practical issues become more difficult and we are concerned with how this will work in practice. We again look forward to supporting the IFoA further on developing the proposal.
	27: Choice1
	Response 27: The intention with introducing the monitoring regime is to evidence that actuaries are following the guidance set out for our work. Using individuals that are not actuaries will help this message. However, given the already identified complex nature of actuarial advice, the use of lay individuals will need to be done sparingly to ensure that the individuals concerned understand what good and bad advice is. In addition, the fact that anyone qualified to conduct the monitoring will need to have sufficient and recent experience of working in the industry so it may end up not being practical to incorporate these individuals.For this reason we think this should therefore be considered to be a 'nice to have' rather than a necessity for the regime.
	Response 28: we have no alternative approaches to propose.
	31: Choice1
	Response 31: We are currently envisaging the individual feedback to be similar to peer reviewed work and provided that the stated intention, that this should not try to superimpose another viewpoint, is kept to, this will be valuable. It is paramount that these reviews focus do not dictate the advice otherwise we will quickly become subject to herd mentality.The other forms of feedback proposed from type B & C reviews will be also useful to enhance the knowledge base of the profession.
	32: Choice1
	Response 32: As stated above, we do not consider that the introduction of any monitoring scheme will fundamentally change behaviours of actuaries, as we consider that the vast majority are producing work to a very high standard, as is evidenced by the very low level of disciplinary cases. For this reason we do not think that the outputs will materially change what the IFoA would have already been doing, however it should give them the evidence that they are on the right track.
	Response 33: We would like to explore further with the IFoA detailed consideration of who will review the reviewers and how will the IFoA judge the effectiveness of the operational execution.  We would like to see a feedback loop from those being reviewed as to how useful they found the process and a channel to suggest process changes.  
	34: Choice2
	35: Choice1
	41: Choice2
	Response 41: We do have significant concerns in this area.In particular, confidentiality seems to be more focused on individual data, which we acknowledge is likely to be be covered adequately by the proposals.  However, funding discussions take into account discussions on employer covenant which will be very difficult to redact, without removing the reason for the advice being presented in the first place. Our concern with this issue is not driven by information that stays between the reviewer and the reviewee but how any outputs from this review are documented and shared with wider interested parties.We would also like to see more detail on how individuals involved in the role of reviewer would be covered under the insider trading frameworks, in particular, their inclusion in insider lists.
	51: Choice1
	Response 51: yes, although this is subject to the comments above around details. We would be very keen to understand more about how these proposals fit with QAS firms before being able to be definitive. A particular concern would be whether any consideration about regulation by the PRA has been properly investigated to avoid overlap and whether the Scheme needs to be set up differently for those firms falling under their involvement.In responding in the affirmative, we are also assuming that the current role of the FRC would continue largely unchanged, whether by them or another entity.
	52: Choice1
	Response 52: As already acknowledged, it is becoming increasingly important that as a profession we are considered fit to continue to govern ourselves by ensuring that we are being transparent in the effectiveness of any regulation.  We also consider that for this to be effective that it is important that the results of the monitoring is understood by any users of this not just that we consider the monitoring to be effective, as otherwise we are no further on.However, actuarial work is complicated and we have to retain the ability to advise our clients in the way that we consider appropriate. By retaining this professional autonomy we can provide the best advice to our clients and thereby serve the public interest. It is vital that in making sure the outputs are understandable we also ensure that the profession is not driven to herd behaviour.
	61: Choice3
	Response 61: This is the area where we have most concerns. This may be because these are not final proposals so the detail has not yet been fleshed out. However, given that we consider this is being driven primarily as a preemptive measure, rather than out of fear that actuarial advice needs to be significantly improved, it is important that the impacts of the introduction are not worse than not having the scheme in the first place.We would like to see the analysis of why the IFoA considers that the additional costs involved in introducing this scheme will not be significant as it appears to us to be very time-intensive to deliver the full range of outputs proposed. Costs which will end up being passed on to the users of our advice need to be proportionate to the level of risk there is considered to be in the system.We remain concerned that the confidential nature of the advice being reviewed has not yet been fully addressed. This could have real implications for clients and us as providers of services to these clients.More detail needs to be set out to ensure that actuaries retain professional autonomy and reduce the risk of group think, otherwise this will potentially be of detriment to the end users of our advice.
	Response 62: we do not consider that there are any other issues.
	Response 71: We are, overall and subject to understanding and clarifying some of the details, in favour of the direction being taken by the IFoA.As an orgnisation which represents consulting actuaries, a large majority of whom work for pensions consultancies and hold practicing certificates, we are aware that this issue is likely to affect our members more than for other practice areas. We consider that making more use of the structure of QAS is likely to be hugely beneficial in achieving this in a positive way and we are keen to explore further detail on this with the IFoA. However, the practicalities of its implementation concern us. From the time involved, ensuring that suitably experienced interviewers are used and the ability to achieve client confidentiality are not sufficiently well bottomed out at this stage in the process for us to fully endorse the proposalsWe also have concerns that the actual outputs of the type A reviews are not well enough fleshed out. It is vital that these outputs can be considered in conjunction with understanding of the user for whom this advice was produced, which could potentially be as part of a ten year plus discussion. In order that actuarial work, which has evolved significantly over recent years into becoming something that is user focussed and adequately explains risks and alternative options, does not end up becoming something that it driven by herd mentality and that actuaries retain the ability to exercise their professional judgment for which they are very extensively trained and, we consider, best placed to do otherwise this move will not be in the Public Interest.


